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Section 1: Purpose 

Our project will be to implement a simple form of artificial intelligence. Using AND, OR, and at most two 
NOT gates, the program we develop should generate a circuit for any given function. For instance, if 
given a truth table for a barrel shifter, our program will return some set of connected gates that 
performs this task Specifically, we will demonstrate our program by having it generate a circuit for a 
one-bit full adder and a circuit which inverts the input values. We must implement our AI with two 
different methods: a genetic algorithm and another search algorithm. Also, our program will display its 
progress graphically. 

For any truth table, there is an infinite amount of circuits which implement it. By adding the right logic 
gates, you can increase the complexity and size of a circuit endlessly. We want to use the shortest, most 
efficient circuit, though. We will use that fact when generating the circuit with the genetic algorithm by 
selecting for circuits that have fewer gates.  

The target audience is users familiar with computer science, so they should understand what 
information the graphics are displaying.  

Section 2: High level entities 

For the project, two different AI systems will be needing to explore and manipulate representations of 
electrical circuits in order to ascertain circuits for particular truth tables. This can be done with four 
major components: 

 Circuit Graph: The purpose of the Circuit Graph is to represent the structure of circuits. This 
includes circuit evaluation so that output values can be obtained from inputs. AI programs will 
be able to add gates to the Circuit Graph in order to create new circuits and hopefully produce 
solutions. 

 Node: A Node is an elementary portion of the Circuit Graph and represents either a gate (AND, 
OR, or NOT) or an input. A Node has input values and an output value, and they connect to each 
other via references. 

 Circuit Search: This component represents an iterative depth-first search that will add Nodes to 
a Circuit Graph until the desired outputs are reached. We explore depth in order more quickly 
obtain complex circuits without first needing to generate all of the elementary Nodes. However, 
because circuits are theoretically infinitely extendible, the algorithm must be iterative so that all 
branches can be equally explored. 

 Genetic Circuit: The Genetic Circuit AI implements a genetic algorithm for finding very good 
circuits for particular truth tables. It will generate a large assortment of Circuit Graphs and cross-
breed them in order to obtain a variety of new circuits. 



The Circuit Graph will be completely abstracted away from the two AI algorithms in order to improve 
modularity. This will allow the two very different AI programs to manipulate the same general circuit 
structure. 

Additionally, the AI programs will each be a structure so that they can have states. For the Circuit 
Search, it is important for the program to know at what depth to halt a search, for example. For the 
Genetic Circuit, it must have a set of all Circuit Graphs that can grow in order to obtain new circuits. 

Section 3: Low level design of entities 

This section describes the implementation of the entities listed in Section 2. 

Logic Values 

Our strategy for logic implementation is to use integers represent classes of logic values. Boolean values 
are atomic and can only represent a single value; integers, on the other hand, can actually represent a 
table of values, and this is particularly useful for the AI to know when a solution has been met. 

As an example, consider the table below for an XOR circuit: 

A B Out 

0 0 0 
0 1 1 
1 0 1 
1 1 0 

The inputs A and B each have two possible values (0 and 1) hence resulting in four possible 
combinations. However, rather than thinking of this as having four possible combinations, we can think 
of each input as a wire containing a single signal that represents a part of those combinations. In this 
case, reading down the column, we have that input A is equal to 0011 in binary, or 3 in decimal. 
Similarly, input B is represented by a 5 in decimal. These integer values are what we call Logic Values. 

Therefore, for obtaining an XOR circuit, it is sufficient for the AI algorithm to find a signal equal to 6. If 
the 6 signal is found, then it must be a correct output regardless of how it was constructed. More on 
how Logic Values are used is discussed in the following sections describing the structures used by our 
project. 

The Circuit Graph 

The Circuit Graph is a directed, unweighted graph composed of Nodes that represent logic gates. The 
direction of edges indicates the flow of the circuit from inputs to gates to outputs, but since the edges 
indicate nothing but flow, they need not be weighted. In light of this, our design does not include an 
actual edge structure, as edges are implied by the connections between Nodes. 

The graph will contain three primary data structures in order to maintain information about the circuit.  



The first is a vector of the input Nodes. These have no incoming edges, and therefore the graph must 
know about them in order to know where it starts. The number of possible values is limited by the 
physical size of a Logic Value; in the case of a 32-bit integer, a Circuit Graph can handle up to 5 inputs. 

The second is a vector of all Nodes in general. This allows for graph traversal in the event that each node 
must be visited (as is the case for deallocation). 

The third is a mapping of Logic Values to output Nodes. When a new output is discovered by an 
algorithm, the output and its Node is stored into the mapping for reference later. This allows for 
existential checks to see if a circuit has yet arrived at a particular output or not. If it has, then a Node will 
exist for that value, and that Node represents the end of the circuit for that value; back-tracing through 
edges allows for the entire circuit description to be obtained. 

This structure has multiple benefits. Namely, it has the potential to be very space efficient. For example, 
say that we create a new Node that results in a Logic Value that already exists. Since that Logic Value 
exists already, the node is redundant, for in any case where we could use the second Node's output, we 
can use the first's output instead. Therefore, we can discard the new Node. The exception to this rule is 
if the new Node uses in total less NOT gates. 

However, this property may be risky for the intended behavior of the genetic algorithm. The point of 
genetic algorithms is to have variety, and this property by its nature cuts out variety for the sake of 
efficiency. 

The interface is as follows: 

class Circuit_Graph { 

    vector<Node> input_nodes; 

    vector<Node> all_nodes; 

    map<logic_value, Node> output_nodes; 

 

    void add_gate(gate_type gate); 

    Node node_for_value(logic_value value); 

} 

The Node 

A Node is an elementary component of the overall Circuit Graph that essentially represents a logic gate 
or input value. The purpose of the Node is to take inputs, calculate a resulting value based on a locally 
defined calculate function, store the calculated value, and keep track of where this stored value is being 
used elsewhere in the circuit. A Node has a set of output Nodes that rely on it, a set of input nodes that 
it relies on, and a Logic Value. 

This structure is being implemented using inheritance. All Nodes, regardless of type, have output Nodes 
and a Logic Value, but the nature of the inputs may change. For instance: 

 AND and OR gates require that Nodes have two inputs. 
 The NOT gate requires only a single input. 
 An Input node has no inputs. 



Using inheritance, we can define specific properties for each gate, mainly in how they manipulate their 
given inputs for their output. This is accomplished using a function called calculate() that is meant to be 
overridden. This method sets a member of the Node to the resulting output value according to how its 
logic-gate associated calculate function is defined. 

The Node has one primary data structure, which is a vector to keep track of where the Node's output 
goes to amongst the circuit. This is used in tandem with its variable number of inputs and the circuit 
graph to traverse the circuit. For the sake of simplicity, we constrain the maximum number of inputs for 
any gate to be two. 

Finally, for this project in particular, it is necessary to keep track of the number of NOT gates a circuit 
path currently uses. As no path can have more than two NOT gates, we track the number in order to 
determine if a node being created is valid. When a new node is created, we can update the number of 
NOTs attached to that node as follows: 

 For AND and OR gates, the number of NOTs is the sum of the number of NOTs for each of the 
input nodes 

 For a NOT gate, it is the number of NOTs attached to the input signal plus 1 

A condensed structure is as follows: 

class Circuit_Node { 

public: 

    logic_value value(); 

    logic_value calculate(); 

protected: 

    vector<Circuit_Node> output_nodes; 

    logic_value node_value; 

    int number_of_nots; 

}; 

The Search AI 

The Search AI will use a kind of iterative depth-first search in order to find circuits of interest. Due to the 
way the structure works as described above, the algorithm terminates when it finds a node whose Logic 
Value is equal to the desired output, and hence the algorithm itself only needs to decide what nodes to 
create next. 

For inputs, the algorithm requires the number of input signals to search under and a list of desired 
output signals given as Logic Values. The algorithm will then provide a respective list of nodes in the 
Circuit Graph that derive from the input signals. These nodes can then be used to print the respective 
circuits. 

For selecting the next node to create, we will utilize a variation of an informed iterative depth-first 
search. It follows the rules below: 

1. When a node is created, that node is used as the input to the next node along with another 
preexisting node that has been accepted into the Circuit Graph (if constructing an AND or OR 
gate). 



2. Only attempt the construction of a NOT gate if the input node's NOT gate's count is less than 
two. 

3. Only explore a node if its output signal did not already exist in the Circuit Graph's list of outputs. 
4. Stop searching a particular branch of nodes if either the depth limit is reached or the resultant 

node less matching 0's in the signal than either of the parent nodes. 

The following sections explains the rationale behind each of these rules. 

Rule 1 

This rule is what defines the depth-first search. Since the goal is to obtain circuits with particular goal 
signals, it is beneficial to generate complex circuits rather than explore all of the simpler ones. By 
exploring how one node branches off first and making combinations with all the previous nodes, it is 
very easy to build complicated circuits quickly. 

One benefit to using the Circuit Graph structure above is that when a node is added to the graph, it is 
not removed even if the AI algorithm backtracks. In other words, the AI is actually capable of reusing 
previously built nodes so that it does not redundantly recreate them. 

Rule 2 

This is what constitutes a valid circuit in this particular project. We must reject any circuit whose number 
of NOT gates is greater than two. 

However, it is important to note that our Circuit Graph structure does in fact allow for a total number of 
NOT gates greater than two for as long as no one branch contains more than two NOTs. If two branches 
each have two disjointed NOT gates, this is acceptable, but these two circuits cannot be combined with 
a gate because it would result in a total circuit branch with more than two NOTs. 

This is a risk of the set up, as having too many disjoint branches can cause it to be impossible to combine 
branches. 

Rule 3 

A simple mathematical analysis shows that the branching factor of this problem is enormous. Because at 
each level in the branching tree more options are created, the tree grows super-exponentially. 

It is therefore absolutely impossible to naively explore all branches in reasonable time. Therefore, the 
search AI algorithm must be capable of selecting what branches to explore very carefully, as most of 
these branches are in fact redundant. 

Due to redundant paths, we can significantly reduce the number of exploration options via one 
important realization. The total number of possible signals that can be generated with n inputs is smaller 
than the number of branches that need to be explored for n < 5. Specifically, the cardinality of the set of 
all possible signals is given by 2^(2^n); while this is also super-exponential and in fact grows faster than 
the above branching factor, for small n it greatly limits the number of branches that must be explored. 



For example, for three inputs (the number we will be using most often), this evaluates to 256 possible 
signals. 

Therefore, by eliminating paths for outputs that already exist, we can hopefully reduce the number of 
checks required by the algorithm from quadrillions to some factor of 256 instead. 

Rule 4 

Finally, we make the search informed by investigating the number of matching 0's a signal has with one 
of the outputs. An important realization is that it is easier to construct the desired output using signals 
with matching 0's than with matching 1's. This is due to the fact that OR gates allow for combinations 
across such signals to more closely approximate the desired output signal, keeping all the 0's and 
combining the 1's in each signal. 

Therefore, we define a heuristic that will attempt to search paths for which more matching 0's are 
created. However, this does not mean that nodes with less matching 0's are not added to the Circuit 
Graph. We keep these nodes but do not explicitly explore them, as we wish to have as much variety as 
possible. 

Finally, we restrict the depth factor and iteratively increase it as more depth is needed. This is the key 
point of an iterative depth search; without this fact, a particular branch could be potentially explored 
infinitely. We will use a depth expansion factor equal to the number of input signals. 
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The Genetic AI 

The Genetic AI is an implementation of a genetic algorithm meant to progressively combine and split 
circuits until one with the desired outputs is obtained. The goal is to mimic natural selection in order to 
progressively generate more promising circuits over several generations. Using a standard fitness 
function, we can determine the potential of a circuit and keep only the ones with the highest potential 
of attaining the right circuit. 



A genetic algorithm is comprised of three main steps: 

1. Generate many different circuits randomly 
2. Cross different circuits together 
3. Evaluate fitness for each circuit and remove the worst of them 

Crossing Circuits 

Since the Circuit Graph structure is organized as a graph, it is actually not so simple to find places at 
which to split. For example, say that we split at a node called A which serves as an input to an AND gate 
called B and is itself an output of node C. To disconnect A and its subnodes from the graph, we can 
remove A from C's list of outputs, but what if C is also one of the inputs of B? This means that the branch 
is still technically connected to the graph until that connection is severed. The diagram below shows 
this. 

 

As a result, splitting and combination must be done differently. Our strategy is to have graphs output to 
a standard linear format that encodes connections in terms of node indices. This is possible since the 
Circuit Graph structure stores all nodes in a linear vector, and therefore each node has an associated 
index. Then, cross two circuits, the algorithm only needs to split each encoding at the same location, 
swap the two sub branches, and then regenerate each new Circuit Graph. The result is four different 
Circuit Graphs: the two parents and the two children. 

Fitness Function 

The result of crossing all circuits in a generation is a generation with double the number of circuits. 
Because doubling each generation is unsustainable and very memory inefficient, it is necessary to 
eliminate many of the circuits that do not seem to hold promise. In order to allow the algorithm to run 
nearly infinitely, we will eliminate half of each generation after the crossing step. 

In order to determine which circuits to delete, though, we will measure and sort the set of Circuit 
Graphs according to a fitness function. We determined the important factors of the function to be the 
following, in relative importance: 

 A: Number of matching 0's of the best output(s): Indicates how close the algorithm is to a 
solution 



 B: Number of matching 1's of the best output(s): Indicates how close the algorithm is to a 
solution 

 C: Number of outputs total: Indicates how much variability a circuit has 
 D: NOT gate influence: Shows how many branches rely on NOT gates; the smaller this metric is, 

the more potential exists for forming better circuits 
 E: Depth of the best output(s): Measures how many gates it takes to get to the best output; 

smaller values indicate shorter circuits, which is desirable 

The fitness function we will use is a linear combination of the above factors, and the coefficients can be 
adjusted as experimental data is obtained. It is suspected that the order above is the order of 
importance such that the top metric (matching number of 0's) receives the highest weight. The degree 
to which this is true must be determined by experiment. 

Until data is acquired, the following weights will be used: 

 A: 150 
 B: 100 
 C: 20 
 D: 10 
 E: 1 
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Error Handling 

In addition to the above structures, errors are handled by extending the standard run-time error class. 
Accordingly, we add a few variables as well as overload two functions to produce more specified errors 
for our code. We can use this structure to flag out any errors that arise in our code with more detailed 
reports of failures to aid us in debugging. 

Section 4: Assumptions, Benefits, and Risks 



Assumptions 

 The connections between nodes substitute edges, and so a structure is not necessary 
 Although many cases have no solution, we assume that all given cases will succeed and halt 

Benefits 

 The graph is not designed towards either of the AI algorithms, so there is a greater degree of 
modularity 

 The Node system is very intuitive and allows for the addition of other gates easily if desired 
 AI algorithms are represented as states, so the current state for either search can be saved 
 Repeat nodes terminate to prevent redundancy and cycling 
 Potential to be space efficient 
 The fitness function in the genetic algorithm is simple to calculate 

Risks 

 The limitations on the number of inputs (5 maximum) to the system 
 A single branch of the circuit tree can expand infinitely. To work around this issue, the depth-

first search algorithm will be both in-order and iterative. 
 Ignoring repeated nodes negates some of the effects of mutation in the genetic algorithm 
 Impossible inputs will likely not terminate nicely 
 Increasing variability in the genetic algorithm is very slow 

 


